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Abstract:

From the human crowds to various biological collective motions such as birds flocks, fish schools,
insects and bacteria colonies and cell migrations, there are extensive mass movements in nature.
The system composed of interconnected and moving individuals has emerged rich and highly
coordinated swarm intelligence behavior. For example, fish swarm in the water in a seemingly
chaotic but orderly way. When they encounter predators or obstacles, they suddenly gather or
disperse, showing a very strict division and cooperation. Starling flocks gather tens of thousands of
birds to form complex patterns during migration, presenting dynamically agitated and illusory scenes
in the air. In the micro-world, cell, bacteria, viruses and other populations also form collective
movements for diffusion, migration, foraging. The group intelligence in nature shows its amazing
charm and provides a rich ideological source for the understanding and optimization of industrial
and social groups. Exploring swarm intelligence and mechanism with the assistance of the
perspective of self-organizing evolution of biological groups has become an international frontier
and hotspot research direction in the fields of automation science, system science, computer science,
physical science, etc. From the application point of view, this work helps pave the way from
mechanism of swarm intelligence evolution mechanism to the cooperative control of cross-domain
autonomous unmanned systems, assembly of swarm intelligent robots, etc.
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